EAA Chapter 1570 Takes off …

Summer

L

2016

argely as a result of our very successful Ford Tri-Motor event last year,
the Experimental Aircraft Association (EAA) launched Chapter 1570
right here in Santa Teresa. Over 180,000 members throughout the world
support this international organization of aviation enthusiasts based in
Oshkosh, Wisconsin. Since its inception it has grown internationally with over
180,000 members and nearly 1,000 chapters worldwide.

Like Us on
Facebook

You are likely familiar with AirVenture EAA’s annual fly-in in Oshkosh,
Wisconsin held every last week in July. If you have not attended an Oshkosh Air
Show, you have missed a real aviation experience. This year’s event will be held
July 25 - 31, 2016. While at the Airshow, you can tour the museum (no charge
for members) and see over 150 airplanes all displayed and decked out in
surroundings as they would have been in their days of glory.
The museum's Pioneer Airport is a re-creation of a vintage aerodrome, with more
than 40 additional airplanes on display. From May through mid-October (daily
Memorial Day through Labor Day), flights are offered in vintage aircraft.
As you might expect though, what happens the other 51 weeks of the year is the
real reason for joining the EAA. Local Chapters promote all aspects of aviation.
Local events such as the Young Eagles Program (see page 2) spark the interest of
children and involve them first hand in aviation.
Our mission at the museum is now and always has been based upon education.
The EAA certainly helps us fulfill that mission. The activity generated by the
EAA here at War Eagles causes additional traffic of those interested in aviation.
For that, we are quite happy. Welcome EAA Chapter 1570.
Join them for their next meeting right here at War Eagles on the first Saturday of
each month.

Volunteer Lunch Sponsors

W

Editor

e are grateful to have
great
friends,
members
and
volunteers to help us
conduct our monthly Volunteer
Lunch here at War Eagles. On the
third Thursday of each month.
Without them, we would not be
able to continue the tradition.
Bob Dockendorf
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Whether you are a seasoned pilot or a brand new one, or even just like airplanes,
the EAA is an exciting adventure. They have special interest groups as well. If
your interest is in warbirds, vintage aircraft, light sport aircraft, homebuilt,
aerobatics or a myriad of other interests, the EAA has something for you.

These are important meetings. It
gives us a chance to know each
other a little better and provides a
venue to understand who is
working on which projects and also
acts as a reward for their hard work
and dedication.

Recent Volunteer Lunch Sponsors
The Miner Company
 Pets Barn
 Tecma
 United Bank of El Paso
 Vernon Wilson
 Vic Poulos
 Steve Lambrick
The months of August through
December are open, so please
do let Bob Dockendorf know if
you or someone you know
would like to sponsor a lunch.




Young Eagles at Santa Teresa … by Deb Rothchild

T

he Young Eagles Program was founded in
1992 by the EAA with the idea of giving
children from the ages of eight to seventeen
their first airplane ride, introducing and
inspiring kids into the world of aviation.

Today, the Young Eagles program has flown nearly 2
million kids with the help of EAA’s network of
volunteer pilots and ground volunteers.
The Young Eagles’ flight lasts approximately 20
minutes and the kids will see the earth and sky in a new
and exciting way. This is their chance to experience the
freedom of flight that many people only dream about.
Many people remember this experience for the rest of
their lives.
Since our local chapter’s inception at Santa Teresa last
year, we have had the privilege of hosting two such
events.
Our first began as a Veteran’s Day Celebration at the
War Eagles Air Museum last November. We had more
than 200 people come out to enjoy a potluck BBQ
hosted by our local EAA chapter and the Blackhawk
Charlie Troop from Fort Bliss. During that time, the
Museum graciously opened their doors to
accommodate students, boy-scout troops, veterans and
their families, pilots, and volunteers. We also were
able to host an aviation story-time for the younger
children to enjoy. On that occasion, our volunteer
pilots showed up in force to give rides in both
helicopter and airplanes to almost fifty kids.
Due to the success and interest in the first event, the
local Young Eagles Chapter has had many inquiries
from students regarding the next step. Each pilot gives
their child a logbook which contains a code. That code
allows the individual to log into the EAA website and
receive a free EAA membership as well as the
complete online Sporty’s Learn to Fly course (a $200
value). After the first three volumes of the course are
completed, EAA mails a form to the parents and then
sends a voucher to the Young Eagle to be redeemed for
a free flight lesson at a local school. When the entire
course is completed, the Young Eagle receives an
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endorsement to take the FAA written exam. Upon
passing the exam, the cost of the exam is reimbursed by
EAA. They also have access to flight training and
college scholarships through EAA, including the EAA
Air Academy. These scholarships are underwritten by
donors who want to help the dedicated achieve their
dream of learning to fly. The interest from the kids and
community also resulted in an after school library
program at El Paso Community College leading up to the
next Young Eagles Flight.
Our second event was astounding! We had such a
wonderful turn out from members of the entire Santa
Teresa Airport community. In conjunction with Red
Arrow Flight Academy, the Young Eagles Flight
Program evolved into “Wings and Wheels”. On April
2nd; car clubs came out, people pulled their planes from
all over the airport as well as flying in from El Paso and
Cielo Dorado. There was music, food, bounce houses, a
skydiving demo, the sheriff and fire departments came
with their equipment for the kids to look at, and the
Museum opened their doors again. That day over 70
kids were able to get rides in a variety of aircraft!
The response from the children and their families has
been one of elation, joy, and gratitude. All of the pilots
and volunteers can feel proud of the fact that they were
able to give children and family members, who might
never get a chance otherwise, an opportunity to step out
of their lives and circumstances and introduce them to a
world where anything is possible. To give the gift of
flight is more than just a twenty minute airplane or
helicopter ride. It is the gift of hope, of possibilities, and
dreams. It is what the youth of every generation crave in
order to grow and to become the best version of
themselves. It is the thing that this next generation
desperately needs.
We have been honored to have such a wonderful team of
volunteers and pilots coming out to instill excitement and
hope in these children. We realize it is a large
commitment in resource and time to the pilots and their
aircraft. We would like to publicly extend our gratitude
to all of the volunteers for the past two events. In
addition to the pilots and their aircraft, we are grateful to
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Young Eagles at Santa Teresa (continued)
the members of EAA at Santa Teresa, the War Eagles
Air Museum, the Dona Ana Sherriff’s Department,
Station 2 Fire Department at Santa Teresa, the Airport
Manager and Staff, Sky Dive El Paso, Francis
Aviation, Rey Food Truck, J & F Jumping Emporium,
Jam Entertainment, the car clubs, BMW of El Paso,
and Red Arrow Flight Academy. It was inspiring
seeing the aviation community come together and
surround these kids with such generous enthusiasm.
The Young Eagles Team at Santa Teresa look forward
to future events at our wonderful airport.
Our next Young Eagles Rally is scheduled for October
22, 2016. If you would like to volunteer or know a
child in need of this type of inspiration, please feel free
to contact me. Best wishes and deepest thanks to you
all. Until next time, keep the blue side up!
Deborah Rothchild-Young Eagles Coordinator
Santa Teresa 1570

Special Guest at our
Volunteer Lunch June 16
Wacinque Amistad
Kaizen
BeMende
enlisted in the USMC
in 1975, he is a Jack
of all Services. Navy
Sea Duty, Air Force
Reserve,
AGRUSAF, Army, Army
Reserves, Wyoming
ANG, Wyoming NG,
Coast
Guard
Auxiliary
plus
appointment as a
honorary member of
US Coast Guard. A
lay historian of African American service from the
Militia in the 1600’s, the American Revolution to
present day. He retires 30 June 2016 with 40 years
of service achieving E-7 in the Air Force and
Army. He received a BS degree with honors from
Upper Iowa University and has created a
consulting company to continue spreading the
asset building initiative that changed the lives of
US Colored Troops in 1864 to all youth around the
world today.

If you would like to participate as a volunteer
docent please see Charlie Overstreet, George
Guerra or Director Bob Dockendorf.
We are also in special need of a volunteer with
special skills that include website development
talent.. Our website is quite dated and needs
freshening. If you can help, please see Bob
Dockendorf
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Aviation Hall of Fame

(by Dan Taylor)

R

emember your last visit, did you
notice the Plaque’s on stanchions in
the walk path in the Museum? You
may ask, what are these things
doing here and what’s their
significance?
The War Eagles Air Museum in cooperation
with the “El Paso Aviation Association“
(EPAA) is providing a venue to display the
recipients of “The El Paso Aviation Hall of
Fame.”
What does it take to become inducted in to the
Aviation Hall of Fame? The qualifications are
quite simple. They must have made a
significant contribution to Aviation, not only
to the local area but to the Southwest region.
An individual or organizations name is
submitted to the EPAA Hall of Fame
committee for consideration. The nominees’
application is reviewed and validated. A vote
is taken by the nominating committee and if it
passes, it’s then submitted to the Board of
Directors for a vote. If it passes the board, the
last step is a vote by the membership. The
membership is made up of aviators and
aviation enthusiasts from the Southwest. If
approved, the Inductee is inducted at “The El
Paso Aviation Hall of Fame Induction
Banquet,” usually held in November.
Back at the Museum, let’s say you’re looking
for someone who has been inducted, and want
to find their plaque without reading all 78
plaques. The gift shop has, (on request) a list
of all the names of all the recipients. Find the
name on the sheet and look to the right. You’ll
find a letter assigned to the name. Go inside
the Museum and begin to look for that red
letter at the top of each stanchion. Find the
stanchion with the corresponding letter and
you’ll find the plaque you’re looking for. It’s
that easy.
As of today we have 82 plaques representing
individuals and organizations. You may be
surprised to find someone you know had been
inducted. If you do, let them know you saw
their plaque at the Museum.
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2015 Inductee
Waldo E. Cavender, Jr.

2015 Inductee
George R. (Bob) Snead

Each year, the latest inductees are displayed
at El Paso International Airport. The two
2015 inductees are now on display.
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War Eagles A-26C (Work in Progress - By Cliff Bossie)

For several years our Douglas A-26C Invader* has
forlornly sat in the back of the hangar collecting dust.
Having a good amount of time on my hands and some
energy, I opted to start cleaning her up and bringing out her
natural beauty. I find natural metal airplanes to be very
attractive, so wanted to keep that scheme if possible.
A few weeks ago I purchased a can of MET-ALL Aluminum polish. And one day I made the mistake of
taking it to the museum and “testing it on a small area”. Uh oh, the results looked great! Three weeks later
the left nacelle and most of the fuselage have been finished. Most of the work has been solo, but Michael
Garcia has helped me when he can.
As worked progressed certain areas have seen the application of paint. When the number one nacelle was
finished an anti-glare panel was painted on the inboard side. When the fuselage was mostly done the nose
ant-glare and propeller warning stripes were added. The national insignia has been applied to the left side
of the fuselage and (hopefully) in the next few days the one on the right side will be finished.
As a side note the specifications for the size and placement of the national emblem were not contained in
my library. I contacted the Pima Air & Space museum which has always been great in support, but that
organization also lacked those details. The proper size and placement was finally determined using period
photos and some artwork created in Corel Draw. The end result should assure accuracy.
When finished our airplane will represent an aircraft of the 319th Bombardment Group deployed in the
Pacific during the later stages of World War II. Earlier in the war this unit had distinguished itself in North
Africa and Italy flying Martin B-26 Marauders. While still in the MTO it transitioned to the B-25 Mitchell
before returning home to the Zone of the Interior and re-equipping with the A-26.** The 319th arrived in
the PTO during the last stages of the war.
This will be an ongoing project, but one that hopefully can be completed this summer.

*War Eagles A-26C is usually identified as
serial 44-35493. I believe that is incorrect
and evidence indicates it is indeed 44-33505.
I will research both aircraft.
**The Mesa base Arizona Wing of the
Commemorative Air Force operates a B-25J
(serial 43-35972) in 319th BG colors. She
flew 15 combat missions in Italy with the
319th.
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deHavilland DH-82A Tiger Moth - Tom Holmsley - Crew Chief

A

ll World War II student pilots, no matter which nation they flew for, had to learn how to fly. In the U.S.,
virtually all pilot trainees first took to the air in Boeing’s PT-17 Stearman. In Germany, fledgling Luftwaffe
pilots flew the Arado Ar.66. And in England, Royal Air Force (RAF) flying officer cadets started out at the
controls of a deHavilland DH-82A Tiger Moth.

Geoffrey deHavilland started his namesake aircraft company in 1920. It’s first jobs were to overhaul air-craft.
DeHavilland was dissatisfied with the engines available. Engineer Frank Halford came up with a lighter, simpler,
more reliable engine by using one bank of cylinders from a World War I French Renault V-8. He designed a new
crankcase, pistons, cylinders and valves, and used automobile carburetors and magnetos to reduce cost. This 60horsepower Cirrus solved his engine problem, so deHavilland immediately set about developing his Moth series of
aircraft.
The first was the DH-60 Cirrus Moth, a reliable, sturdy, forgiving and easy-to-fly biplane with straight, fabric-covered
wooden wings and a simple plywood box fuselage. The prototype DH-60 first flew on February 22, 1925. It soon
went into production and quickly became a mainstay of British flying clubs. The simple, well-behaved aircraft, which
cost ₤830 and cruised at 80 miles per hour, was so successful that production demand soon outran the war-surplus
engine supply. Halford developed a new 100-horsepower engine called the Gipsy I, which first powered a DH-60 in
June 1928. The production aircraft with this engine was called Gipsy Moth. By 1930, it was the most popular light
aircraft in Britain, and one that brought the joy of private flying to thousands of people, partly because the British Air
Ministry subsidized Moth-equipped flying schools. Moths soon made up 85% of the private aircraft in use in England
- a formidable market share indeed. DeHavilland increased production from one per week to more than three per day
in a valiant attempt to meet demand. Encouraged by this quick and enthusiastic civilian acceptance of its Moth
aircraft, deHavilland offered the RAF a militarized version, the DH-60T Moth Trainer, but the service initially showed
little interest.
One of the RAF’s objections to the original DH-60T was that access to the front (instructor’s) cockpit was restricted
from above by the fuel tank and from the sides by the rear support struts for the upper wing. As difficult as it was to
get into the front cockpit when the airplane was on the ground, it would have been even harder for a hapless instructor
to get out if he had to bail out in flight. The solution was simple, and it resulted in a very distinctive and unusual
aircraft - a swept-wing biplane.
The story of how deHavilland solved the problem, long, long before the age of computers, is an enlightening example
of the “trial-and-error” way airplanes were built back in the day. A small group of men un-der chief designer Arthur
Hagg towed a stock Moth Trainer into a small shed and detached the upper and lower wings from the fuselage. Then
they re-attached the wings at different positions to see what layout worked best. First, they moved the upper wing
forward 18 inches. That made cockpit access better, but not good enough. So they moved the wing forward four more
inches. That did the trick...parachute-wearing instructor
Powerplant
One 130-horsepower deHavilland Gipsy
pilots could now get in and out of the cockpit relatively
Major four-cylinder inverted inline
easily. But “back of the envelope” calculations with paper,
pencils and slide rules showed that the aircraft’s center of
Cruise Speed
90 miles per hour
pressure (CP, which is the single point where all of the
aerodynamic forces can be considered to act) was now in
Maximum Speed 107 miles per hour
front of the center of gravity (CG, the single point where
the aircraft would balance). This results in an airplane that
Service Ceiling
14,600 feet
is “statically unstable,” which means that small changes in
Length
23 feet 11 inches
angle-of-attack get bigger rather than damping out. Such
an airplane, assuming it could even get airborne, would
Wingspan
29 feet 4 inches
immediately tumble out of control (the world’s first
statically unstable aircraft, the General Dynamics F-16,
Range
275 miles
first flew in 1978 only with the aid of several on-board
electronic computers and a fly-by-wire flight control
Weight (empty) 1,115 pounds
system). DeHavilland’s engineers moved the Moth
Trainer’s CP back simply by sweeping the upper and lower
Weight
1,825 pounds
wings back 19 inches at the tips. More pencil, paper and
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slide rule work showed that the sweep
angle was still not quite enough. The lower
wing was left in place, but the up-per
wingtips were angled back another two
inches. That solved the CP/CG problem,
but the tips of the swept-back lower wing
now came perilously close to the ground
with the airplane in landing attitude. The
dihedral (“V” angle) of the lower wing
was increased from 2º45′ (the same as the
top wing) to 4º30′, thus increasing the
clearance from the wing to the ground.
DeHavilland addressed some of the RAF’s
other concerns by mounting the Gipsy
engine inverted, with the cylinders facing down. This caused no end of oil leaks, but it did improve the pilot’s
visibility and pro-vided more ground clearance for the propeller. With these two changes, and many minor ones so
extensive that a new designation was needed, the classic deHavilland DH-82 Tiger Moth, an aircraft that became the
best known and most widely used basic trainer and general aviation aircraft in the world, was born.
In the air, the Tiger Moth trundled along sedately and with a certain “sloppiness,” and it was relatively unresponsive
to control inputs. This was really a good thing in a trainer, because it amplified poor piloting technique without
seriously endangering the student … or the instructor! In September 1931, the RAF, in the market for a new basic
trainer, conducted a series of flight trials at the Aeroplane and Armament Experimental Establishment at Martlesham
Heath, near Ipswich about 70 miles northeast of London, in which the Tiger Moth competed with obscure, nowforgotten aircraft such as the Blackburn Bluebird, the Robinson Redwing and the Hawker Tomtit. The Tiger Moth
handily won, and the RAF soon ordered 35 of them under Specification T.23/31. The first aircraft produced under this
order flew on October 26, 1931, and deliveries to No. 3 Flying Training School in Grantham began in November
1931.
In mid-1932, deHavilland started work on an im-proved Tiger Moth. With a 130-horsepower Gipsy Major engine and
plywood instead of fabric skinning the rear fuselage, the new model was designated DH-82A. Production of this
aircraft, the most well-known and widely used version of the Tiger Moth series, began at a slow pace in 1934. The
RAF initially ordered 50 and followed up later with orders for more. Estimates of the number produced vary, but there
is general agreement that eventually about 9,000 Tiger Moths were manufactured. About 4,200 of them went to the
RAF, where they trained thousands of pilots, many of whom later became the “few” to which Prime Minister Winston
Churchill so eloquently referred in his stirring speech before the House of Commons at the peak of the Battle of
Britain on August 20, 1940: “Never in the course of human events have so many owed so much to so few.”
In 1939, deHavilland ramped up production after the British government selected the Tiger Moth as the standard basic
trainer for all Commonwealth air forces. In 1941, Morris Motors, Ltd., of Cowley, became a second production
factory, and eventually ended up making almost twice as many airplanes as DeHavilland's own Hatfield plant. By
War’s end, manufacturers in Australia, Canada, Norway, Portugal and Sweden also built DH-82As.
Tiger Moths flew many different types of missions during the War. Some performed communications and utility
sorties. Others served as wireless (radio) trainers, forward artillery spotters and air ambulances. The possibility of a
German invasion led Britain to convert some Tiger Moths to “emergency anti-invasion bombers,” armed with eight 25
-pound bombs. Some flew anti-submarine (ASW) missions off the coast. ASW patrols recorded shipping movements
and searched for German U-boats. If one was spotted, the patrol aircraft would drop flares and loiter in the area for
heavily armed naval forces to arrive. The mere presence of the patrolling Tiger Moths may have deterred some U-boat
attacks.
Tiger Moth production ended in August 1945, when the RAF declared them surplus and sold thousands of them for
“pence on the pound” to air forces, flying clubs and civilian buyers worldwide. Some sources estimate that up to about
500 still survive in flying condition.
The documentary record of War Eagles’ 1940 DH-82A Tiger Moth is sparse. We know the RAF used the airplane in
World War II, then it went to Sabena Airlines in Belgium as a primary trainer. Sabena gave it to the Belgium Air
Museum for static display, from which an American living in France bought it. Museum founder John MacGuire
purchased it when its owner moved back to the U.S. in 1990.
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NICK NICHOLS' NIP NIPPERS…

W

elcome
to
an
introduction of a
World War II 2nd
Lieutenant
fighter
pilot, who along with his new bride,
were among the VERY FIRST eye
witnesses to the start of America's
entry into World War II. The "Day
of Infamy" as FDR announced it
later, was December 7, 1941. At
their hilltop apartment at Wheeler
Field, Hawaii, overlooking the
flight line about a quarter mile
away, his bride was getting ready to
drive him to go play golf that
Sunday morning when he looked up
into the sky and saw, what he
thought were Navy flying exercises,
and then REALIZED they were
Japanese dive bombers strafing and
bombing the flight line hangers and
aircraft parked wingtip to wingtip
on the ramp! Wheeler Army Air
Field was bombed just a few
minutes before the major attack on
Pearl Harbor. Their aim was to
neutralize our air power before
hitting Pearl.
What happened next? This fighter
pilot did not play golf that morning,
and what then transpired, I will
share with you in the next
newsletter installment.
The fighter pilot and bride were my
Dad and Mom, Lt. Franklin A. (and
Harriett) Nichols also known as
Nick and Harriett. Over the next
several quarterly newsletter issues, I
will share with you documented
stories about their experiences
during "The War" 1941-1945 what Mom and Dad did after the
infamous Pearl Harbor Day; where
Mom went and when; my Dad's
feelings about the P-40 and P-38
aircraft he flew; his combat
experiences in Australia, New
Guinea, the Philippines; where
NICK NICHOLS' NIP NIPPERS
originated; his personal aerial
accounts flying air-to-air combat in
the P-40 and P-38 against the
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from 1966-1968. He earned
Paratrooper "Jump" Wings in 1964
at the age of 46! After a 30 year
career which included commanding
a combat P-38 fighter squadron in
1943, two Air Wings, an Air
Division, and finally a worldwide
Air Force agency, GEEIA - Ground
Electronic Engineering Installation
Agency, at Griffiss AFB Rome,
New York. He retired as a Major
General in 1970. Nick and Harriett
then moved to El Paso, Texas" in
1971.

Captain Franklin A. Nichols
1942

Japanese
"Zero";
his
most
harrowing mission - minute by
minute - against 18 Japanese Betty
bombers and 12 Zero's that earned
him The Silver Star; the mission
where he got his "5th kill" and
"ACE" status, but the one that
almost cost him his life; how he
dived bombed and sank a 5000 ton
Japanese transport ship; his
mentoring and helping a young
fighter pilot in his squadron,
Thomas B. McGuire, Jr., that no
one liked and refused to fly with and who would later become
America's second leading Air ACE
in World War II... and many more
interesting tales!

General Nick became a member of
the Roadrunner Flight #24, Order of
Daedalians, the national military
pilot fraternity dedicated to
supporting
American
ideals,
national security, and advocating
importance of Air Power. Harriett
passed away in 1997, and General
Nick in 2002. In 2003, to honor my
Dad, the Daedalian Flight was
renamed the Maj. Gen, Franklin A.
Nichols Flight, and he was also
inducted into the El Paso Aviation
Hall of Fame.
When you visit the War Eagles Air
Museum, please stop by his display
case and view the contents. Also,
there are two of his uniforms and a
model of the P-38 he flew from
1942-1943.
Written by Roger Nichols - Nick and
Harriett's only child

Fast forward a few years for an
overview of their lives. Their first
assignment after World War II was
right here in El Paso, Texas in 1946
where I was born - Allen Rogers
Nichols. My Dad, a Lt. Colonel,
was Deputy Group Commander of
Army Air Corps 20th Fighter
Group. .For the next 24 years, we
were stationed at 15 air bases in the
U.S. and Europe, and Dad spent 18
months as Chief of Staff, 7th Air
Force in Saigon, South Vietnam
MUSEUM FLYER

EARTH DAY CLEAN UP …..

B

ack in 2013, War Eagles began a tradition that
we called Community Pride Day and asked
our partners the Franklin High JROTC to help
us clean up a real eyesore on Airport Road.
Teamed up with CAP Cadets and support from Dona
Ana County, we made a real difference and filled our
huge dumpster with trash.

CommScope helps companies around
the world design, build and manage
their wired and wireless networks.

That continued in the following years
with the help of more of our partners
including most recently, the volunteer
crew from the Mormon Church.
This year another partner stepped
forward to help, that being the fine
folks at CommScope, one of our
neighbors in the Industrial Park and
fellow Member of the Border
Industrial Association. They organized
an Earth Day Event on April 23 Keep
Santa Teresa Beautiful. As it turned
out, the Franklin High JROTC was
having their Military Ball that evening
at War Eagles, so we were not able to
help. Never fear though; Rhonda
Gilbertson with CommScope made it
happen. Great Job CommScope! You
made a difference!

A

ctually, quite well thank you! We continue to have an
increase in foot traffic, in fact … doubled since 2011.

We now have three billboards in each direction on I10 and that seems to have brought us much traffic
from I-10 travelers. Flyer distribution has also been increased in
all directions including the I-25 corridor. Gift shop sales have
increased. You’ll find lots of cool stuff for young and not so
young!
We have been working diligently to make War Eagles a pleasant
place to visit. We take pride in our cleanliness and shine.
Some displays have been added like our interactive OH-58 Kiowa, tribute to Eliot Shapleigh and art display
of Tom Lee artwork. Look for continued freshening throughout.
Free WIFI service has also been extended to include the entire hangar.
Most of all, our mission To procure, restore and display historically significant aircraft and automobiles
for the educational benefit of visitors continues as we enter our second “quarter century”. Thanks to all that
have helped make this possible.
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Bell OH-58 Kiowa Interactive Display

M

ore than a display of a helicopter with
some military background and historical
significance, it actually lights up, thrills
you by hearing the roar and whine of an
Allison T63-A-700 turboshaft engine plus you get to
hear a recording of actual battle conversation of two
Special Forces Units in Laos in 1971.
Special Thanks to Volunteer Charlie (Deuce)
Thompson for designing and building this display.

What Membership Means ….
Are you a member? If you are unsure, ask the gift shop staff to check the list. If you are NOT a member,

please consider becoming one. We can always use your support in any amount you feel comfortable with.
We now have over 200 paid members. Your membership will help accomplish our mission, earn discounts
for you and more ...
In addition, becoming a Member will reinforce and demonstrate the pride that each of you have in your
museum. There is definitely something to be said for Pride in Ownership.
Membership levels are as follows:


Individual - $15.00 annually



Family - $25.00 annually



Participating - $100 annually



Supporting - $500.00 annually



Benefactor - $1,000.00 annually



Life - $5.000.00 one time

Remember the common thread that runs throughout most of what we
have done, are doing, and want to do is that it all costs money.

Your support $ help!
You can help fund our operations and make a difference by becoming a
member.

Membership applications are available
at the gift shop or online at
www.war-eagles-air-museum.com

WAR EAGLES AIR MUSEUM
8012 Airport Road
Santa Teresa, NM 88008
Phone : 575 589 2000
E-Mail - Bobd@war-eagles-air-museum.com
Www.war-eagles-air-museum.com

“To procure, restore and display historically
significant aircraft and automobiles for the
educational benefit of visitors”.

